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LAND
Acknowledgement
The Faculty of Arts and Science sits on the traditional lands 
of the Haudenosaunee and Anishinaabe peoples.  

We are grateful to be able to work, study, learn, and teach 
on these lands. 
 
Our land acknowledgement is extended in the many 
more personalized and detailed acknowledgements given 
by the people in our Faculty on a daily basis in both formal 
and informal settings, on our lands and beyond.   
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MESSAGE FROM 
The Dean
FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

Arts and Science is the largest Faculty at Queen’s University and one of a  
dozen Arts and Science Faculties in the country.  Its range and scope are 
critical to excellence in the academic, student and staff experience. This 
strategic plan, the first for Arts and Science at Queen’s, sets out clearly 
articulated pathways to strengthening and expanding our vision in the 
21st century.
 
In the Fall of 2018, the Faculty began development of a strategic plan 
through a series of consultations involving online surveys, formal 
submissions from academic departments and student associations, as 
well as focus groups and town halls involving staff, undergraduate and 
graduate students, new faculty members, program coordinators and 
department heads, Faculty Board members, and alumni. Two working 
groups were established, Strategic Planning and Equity Advisory, to 
review and synthesize these wide-ranging submissions.

As a result of everyone’s work, we have a clear vision and a set of 
principles, priorities, initiatives and metrics reflecting your significant 
input.  I would like to thank my colleagues for their acumen, time, and 
care.
 
We have much to do as we embark on this thoughtful and ambitious 
vision for our Faculty.

 
 

Barbara Crow, PhD
Dean
Faculty of Arts and Science
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GUIDING 
Principles

As a unified Faculty of Arts and Science 
with a strong sense of shared purpose, we 
are committed to the following principles:

• Equity, diversity, and inclusion  
including anti-racism, decolonization 
and Indigenous resurgence

• Excellence in teaching, research  
and service

• Transparency, accountability  
and fairness

 
• Continuous learning, professional  

development and global engagement
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STRATEGIC
Priorities

OUR
Vision

The Faculty of Arts and Science aspires to be a thriving, 
equitable and inclusive scholarly community committed 
to innovative disciplinary and interdisciplinary research 
and teaching. Our goal is to inspire curiosity and to 
collaboratively engage with multiple forms of knowledge 
that span local and global contexts.

TRANSFORM 
Our Spaces

ENRICH 
The Student 
Experience

SUPPORT  
Our People

STRENGTHEN  
Our Research  
Prominence
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Support original, innovative and 
impactful research and scholarship 
that promotes curiosity, creativity 
and social engagement

Enable a dynamic research environment and the development of exceptional scholarship through the 
active recruitment of, and support for, graduate students, post-doctoral fellows and faculty including those 
who reflect traditionally excluded groups and knowledges

Provide students at all stages with access to a wide variety of research opportunities to enable them to 
experience fully the excitement of investigation and knowledge sharing

Stimulate a culture of research through enhanced support and the celebration and promotion of our 
achievements

Increase in research funding applications

Increase in funding success

Increase in high quality research outputs

Metrics

To advance this priority we will:

Metrics in place:

STRENGTHEN 
Our Research  
Prominence

Increase in knowledge mobilization activities 

Inclusion of students in research

Number of activities/programs aimed at  
enhancing EDI in our research community

 

Metrics under development:
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Offer a unique learning 
environment that fosters a culture 
of intellectual enquiry and that 
is open to questioning received 
knowledge inside and outside the 
classroom

Foster inclusive and culturally diverse communities that provide mentorship, support and enhanced 
opportunities for students to engage with each other, staff and faculty

Offer programs that engage intellectual curiosity within and beyond Western knowledge frameworks 
while developing foundational and professional skills through curricular and co-curricular experiences

Promote opportunities for students to explore how different disciplines address common challenges as a 
means to broaden perspectives and facilitate interdisciplinary thinking

Metrics

To advance this priority we will:

Improved student satisfaction with  
FAS Student Services
 
Increased participation in experiential learning
 
Increased access to interdisciplinary  
courses and/or programs

ENRICH 
The Student 
Experience

Metrics in place: Metrics under development:

Increase in High Impact Teaching Practices

Graduate student satisfaction

Diversity of curriculum
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Secure and manage resources to support and enhance our work, social and learning spaces, prioritizing 
areas of strategic need and environmental sustainability

Review and develop infrastructures to support the Faculty’s commitment to learning and research 
excellence

Re-imagine spaces that foster Indigenous and culturally-diverse communities and pedagogies

Create accessible and inspiring 
facilities and infrastructures that 
catalyze learning, discovery, 
collaboration and community

Metrics

To advance this priority we will:

Increased Indigenous spaces

$ per year invested to strategically improve FAS spaces

Metrics in place:

TRANSFORM 
Our Spaces

Metrics under development:

Improved building cleanliness
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Make wellness a priority among FAS communities by engaging culturally diverse practices of  
wellness with empathy, sensitivity and respect

Address structural inequalities that are barriers to well-being

Envision and develop environments for inspiration, creativity, professional development and  
continuous learning

Build and sustain healthy learning 
and working environments that foster 
community, mental health and 
well-being

Faculty retention rates

Thrive@FAS program developed and launched

Metrics

To advance this priority we will:

Metrics in place:

SUPPORT  
Our People

Staff/Faculty participation in EDII Training

Employee engagement scores

Metrics under development:
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Initiatives
The Faculty will undertake the following initiatives in support of its strategic plan.

Lead Initiative

Experiential Learning

1 ADGSGE Establish global learning outcomes

2 ADGSGE Expand our community partnerships and engagement to deliver experiential learning

3 ADTL Investigate the value of, and interest in, an engaged (global and local) citizenship program  

4 ADTL Develop 4th year trans-faculty, client-based project course

5 ADS Launch the Undergraduate Research Certificate

6 ADTL Launch Dean’s Innovation Challenge

7 ADTL Evaluate FAS student satisfaction with QUIP program

8 ADTL Work with Experiential Learning Hub to develop a database of partnerships

Continuous Learning

9 ADDSPS Create an on-campus academic spring / summer term (credit / non-credit)

10 ADS Investigate value, and if appropriate, launch a University 101 intensive course for incoming students

11 ADTL Expand online offerings and programs

Collaborative Curriculum

12 ADS Investigate interest and value of themed set of first year courses that tackle a problem or question from 
multiple perspectives - potentially plan and develop

13 ADS Establish a process to ensure degree level expectation, learning outcomes, and  
assessments thereof include: a) global /non-western / Indigenous perspectives; and b) content  
pertaining to identify, difference and social justice

14 ADS Revise degree requirements to include a required course from a slate of courses carefully designed to 
educate students about EDI issues

Professional Development

15 ADDSPS Build and maintain an environment of engaged participation in collegial governance in the Faculty

16 ADTL Improve teaching support available to Faculty members and TA’s; including inclusive pedagogy training

17 Vice-Dean Develop and implement intercultural awareness training for faculty, staff, and students

18 ADTL Establish Faculty of Arts and Science teaching awards for individual faculty and institutional teams; 
identify and support faculty members and educational professionals applying for university-wide and 
external awards

19 Vice-Dean Support new faculty cohorts hired through the FAS EDI program with enhanced and specific curricular, 
research, administrative, networking, and financial support

20 ADR Create a mentoring program (recommended in PICRDI) in order to retain faculty of colour

Collaborative Research

21 ADR Promote and incentivize creation of research teams and groups (ideally, with international membership 
outside Queen’s)

22 ADGSGE Continue development of Mitacs Globalink and Accelerate clusters

23 ADR Develop model and cost options for summer (research) institutes involving researchers / teams /groups, 
practitioners, graduate students (Queen’s and international)

24 ADR Develop and implement strategies that increase research between faculty members in different  
disciplines

Strengthen our Research Prominence Enrich the Student Experience Transform Our Spaces Support Our People
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Lead Initiative

  Collaborative Research

25 ADR Develop and implement a global research plan

26 ADR Develop and implement a strategy for performing contract research involving commercial and  
non-commercial groups

27 ADR Develop a research communication plan

Digital Infrastructure

28 ADS Produce a digital course calendar and data analytics to deliver a "seamless" registration experience

29 ADS Expand access to Student Services via digital platforms 

30 ADTL Partner with Centre for Teaching and Learning to support and enhance curriculum  
visualizations to help students articulate learning outcomes and skills obtained from degree program

Wellness

31 ADS Integrate interpersonal skills development into academic experience

32 ADS Maintain procedures that effectively address student needs for academic consideration under extenuating 
circumstances

33 ADS Update regulations to be more transparent and responsive to provide remedies for students

34 EDFO Develop “Thrive@FAS” program for staff and faculty 

35 ADS Mobilize and action international students success recommendations

Transform Our Spaces

36 EDFO Improve cleanliness of FAS space

37 Vice-Dean Increase FAS Indigenous teaching and gathering spaces on campus

38 EDFO Secure adequate and appropriate space required to support the Faculty’s academic mission and enhanced 
collaboration

Financial Sustainability

39 Dean Diversify Faculty’s revenue sources through non-credit and advancement

40 Dean Maintain minimum 4% year over year revenue growth

41 Dean Explore different ways to engage with non-traditional donor communities

Faculty Wide

42 Vice-Dean EDI Scholars program will be introduced that focuses on hiring, hosting visiting scholars, and supporting 
collaborative research initiatives

43 ADDSPS Explore administrative structures to better support research and teaching

44 Vice-Dean Establish an FAS Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Implementation Standing Committee

45 ADGSGE Merge Arts and Science Graduate Councils

46 ADR Continue broad grant writing support for Tri-Council and other funding programs 

47 ADR Formalize Faculty’s approach to providing institutional support for research, as part of funding application 
packages

48 EDFO Redevelop budget model to support strategic plan, including investment in interdisciplinary initiatives and 
to enable more cross-listing and team teaching

49 ADGSGE Develop and implement strategies to improve graduate student community and engagement in FAS

50 ADGSGE Explore opportunities for developing Individual Development Plans for graduate students in FAS

ADGSGE - Associate Dean (Graduate Studies and Global Engagement) ADTL - Associate Dean (Teaching and Learning)
ADS - Associate Dean (Studies)ADDSPS - Associate Dean and Director (School of Policy Studies)

ADR - Associate Dean (Research) EDFO - Executive Director (Finance and Operations)

Legend:
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Queen’s University
94 University Avenue
Kingston, ON Canada K7L 3N6
www.queensu.ca/artsci

Strategic Planning Committee

Barbara Crow, Dean (Chair)
Gordon E. Smith, Vice-Dean
Marc Dignam, Science Representative 
Christine Sypnowich, Humanities Representative
Marcus Taylor, Social Sciences Representative 
Zsuzsa Csergö, Social Sciences Representative 
Heather Drouillard, Staff Representative 
Leo Erlikhman, SGPS Representative 
Sagal Sharma, ASUS Representative 
Erik Lockhart, Smith School of Business (Facilitator)

EDI+I Committee 

Lisa Guenther, Philosophy
Adnan Husain, History
Samantha King, Gender Studies 
Beverley Mullings, Geography 
Dylan Robinson, Faculty of Arts and Science 
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